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Welcome to level 2

Welcome to the future baby
It's infinite, supersonic
Like time is racing
I'm riding high on cruise control
This endless night has a story untold
If you want a solar eclipse
Then open your ears 'cause that's exactly what this is

Rewrite history
Life is a mystery

I am a machine but not a robot for your operation
Electronically, my messages are magnetic vibrations
Once a pioneer but now I'm taking off across the nation
Everything is clear, don't need you, moving on is
Graduation

Moving on is Graduation

It's been a while, How have you been baby
Have you used anyone to have a little fun
I don't care lately
Friendliness limits honesty
And I honestly don't give a damn what you think
'Cause I've been fine since you let me go
Space is a vacuum for your memory to flow

Earth passed Mercury
Left behind by history

I am a machine but not a robot for your operation
Electronically, my messages are magnetic vibrations
Once a pioneer but now I'm taking off across the nation
Everything is clear, don't need you, moving on is
Graduation

Graduation

You made me the moon of the night
Now I've passed you, what does that feel like?
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To know your story as you wrote it down
But as you can see the truth will always win out

I am a machine but not a robot for your operation
Electronically, my messages are magnetic vibrations
Once a pioneer but now I'm taking off across the nation
Everything is clear, don't need you, moving on is
Graduation

I am a machine but not a robot for your operation
Electronically, my messages are magnetic vibrations
Once a pioneer but now I'm taking off across the nation
Everything is clear, don't need you, moving on is
Graduation

I am a machine but not a robot for your operation
Electronically, my messages are magnetic vibrations
Once a pioneer but now I'm taking off across the nation
Everything is clear, don't need you, moving on is
Graduation
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